
 

 

 

 

 Our Mission:  To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball. 

Minutes of the Thursday, February 20, 2018 Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Location: 245 East 54 Street, Apt. 16D / New York, New York 10022 
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Meeting Attendance 

 

Trevor Cano – President     Mark Liu – Director  

Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary    Greg Rubin – Director   
Michael Hess – Treasurer     John Wetsell – Director*  

Patrick So – VP of Division Play    Alan Amechazurra – Past President 

Leah Hughey – VP of Training*    Josh Christensen – Past President  

Max Szadek – VP of Activities and Outreach  Seth Eichenholtz – Past President 
David Fredericks – Director     Lew Smith – Past President 

Joe Hemsing – Director         Jacob Rossmer – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting) 

 
*Attended by phone 

Bold = Present 

 

 

I. Call to Order – Eric called the meeting to order at 7:33 PM 
 

II. Approval of Minutes – January 2018 -- Max moves to approve the minutes, Lew seconds.  Motion 

passes by acclamation. 

 

III. Public Comment – There are no non-Board members attending the meeting.  Parties to the pending 

grievance issue were invited but are not in attendance. 
 

IV. Grievance Issue – The Grievance Committee met on February 7, 2018 to consider a member grievance 

concerning misconduct by another member.  The nature of the Grievance and the Committee’s five 

recommendations were included in the Grievance Committee’s minutes and decision, which is 

incorporated here by reference. 

 

Eric explained that the Board received three appeals from the Grievance Committee’s decision. The 

first was from a member of the Board who seeks review of the decision because of what he believes is 

the Committee’s incorrect interpretation of Gotham’s current Sportsmanship and Anti-Violence Policy 

(“SAVP”). The second was from G2, who was presently a member of Gotham, who disagreed with the 

result of the decision (i.e. that the Grievance Committee dismissed the Grievance without any further 

action).  The third appeal was from the respondent, who objected to some of the characterizations in 

the report regarding the events that occurred.  Eric clarified that the respondent, G2 and G3 are all 

currently members of Gotham Volleyball, but G1 is not.  

 

Jacob explained the Grievance process.  On January 8, the Grievant contacted Jacob, alleging improper 

conduct of a sexual nature by the respondent.  Jacob and Treasurer Mike Hess conducted an initial 

interview of the grievant, at which time he mentioned another Gotham member also subjected to 

improper conduct by the respondent. Through internal discussions, Jacob confirmed that Eric had also 

previously received a complaint from G3 about similar improper conduct, which Eric referred to other 
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Gotham leaders to address, including a warning to the respondent.  Jacob contacted G2 and G3, and 

both agreed to discuss their experiences if needed. 

 

After learning of the Grievance, the respondent submitted a response expressing sensitivity toward the 

nature of the allegation, but objecting on the basis that there was no jurisdictional basis for the 

Grievant.  In order to preserve the anonymity of all parties, Jacob arranged a meeting with the 

Grievance Committee where the Committee could review the Grievance and response in order to 

determine whether the Grievance lacked merit on its face, as permitted by the Bylaws. At that meeting, 

which lasted over three hours, the Committee carefully discussed the Grievance, reviewed the SAVP 

and issued its decision.  

 

Jacob was asked what relief the Grievant sought, and Jacob advised the Grievant seeks to have the 

respondent expelled from Gotham Volleyball. 

 

Eric explained that since there are no other parties present, we will discuss the appeal based on the 

written submission received from the Grievant, the decision and Jacob’s presentation.  Eric explained 

that the Board’s deliberations are held in executive session, but any votes will be taken by roll call and 

the Board will provide a written explanation of an action it takes concerning the Committee’s decision.   

After Executive Session, Eric will entertain any motions the Board wishes to make about the 

Grievance Committee decisions.  If 2/3 of the Board does not agree to take any action, the decision 

stands as decided by the Grievance Committee.  

 

Mike moves to enter executive session, Josh seconds.  Motion passes by acclamation.  The Board 

entered executive session at 7:47 PM. 

 

Mike moves to leave executive session, Josh seconds.  Motion passes by acclamation.  The Board 

returned to regular session at 8:34 PM. The Board then considered the motion previously submitted 

from Seth, the motion proposed by Lew during executive session and any other motions Board 

members may make concerning the decision.   

 

Seth moves to vacate Recommendation 1, but otherwise affirm the Grievance Committee’s 

decision, Lew seconds.  The rationale for the motion is explained in detail in Board decision 

ultimately appended to the Grievance Committee decision. Greg asked, should Recommendation 1 be 

vacated the matter referred back to the Grievance Committee, and the Board amend the policy, whether 

the Committee would use the old or the new version for its further proceedings.  Greg believed fairness 

dictates using the old policy, so the Board does not set the unfair precedent that it can change the rules 

on members after the fact.  A discussion ensued and the consensus of the Board was to use the old 

policy for further proceedings on this grievance.  Using the old policy was not an issue because the 

Board believes either version gives the Grievance Committee jurisdiction to address the conduct. 

 

Lew moves to call the question.  No other Board members wish to speak, so the motion to call the 

question is moot.  Motion to vacate Recommendation 1, but otherwise affirm the Grievance 

Committee’s decision, passes by acclamation. 

 

Seth, with input from interested Board members, will finalize the explanation of the Board’s action to 

be appended to the Grievance Committee’s decision when published on the website. 

 

Lew moves to create a requirement that all volunteer coaches be members in good standing in 

Gotham Volleyball, John seconds. 
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A brief discussion ensued where the Board affirmed that it would be easy for non-participating 

volunteer coaches to join by paying the $35 membership fee.  Eric explained that, if the motion passes, 

the requirement will be added to an appropriate section of the Rules of Play. 

 

No other Board members wish to speak.  Motion create a requirement that all volunteer coaches 

be members in good standing in Gotham Volleyball passes by acclamation. 

 

No further motions pertaining to the Grievance Committee decision were presented, so the Board 

proceeded with its regular meeting agenda. 

 

V. Officers’ Reports 

 

a. President – No report. 

 

b. Vice President of Division Play – No report.  

 

c. Vice President of Training – Power is going well.  We have a few wait list spots for PowerPlay 

and have a new PowerPlay rep.   

 

Leah requested that the Board approve the hiring of Tyce Dagel as a full time Power coach.  Tyce 

is currently the Assistant Coach for PowerPlay.  He has been in Power as a participant for several 

years and also has extensive experience as a High School and Collegiate coach.  Tyce coaches the 

men’s and women’s volleyball teams at Yeshiva University.  He is also recommended by 

Technical Director Jeff Lipton.  The reason for hiring Tyce at this time is that Power may be 

expanding should the additional facilities arise, and having Tyce on board will be advantageous 

should that occur.  Additionally, we will need substitute coaching. 

 

Josh moves to hire Tyce Dagel as an independent contractor to serve as a Power Coach, 

Greg seconds.  Motion passes by acclamation. 

 

Finally, Leah received a complaint regarding Team Power.  Based on feedback, each class was 

reduced from four teams to three.  We had hoped to add a class to make up the reduction, but Leah 

explained there was not enough interest to do so prior to tryouts.  After the fact, she received a 

complaint about the reduction but explained had those who expressed interest signed up, they 

would have had enough room for a new team. 

 

Josh asked whether the website explains that power is a full year program.  Leah explained that it 

is stated to participating teams, but not on the website.   Josh expressed concern that Team Power 

being a full year program is not being communicated fully to the membership, and suggested that 

it be communicated on the website. 

 

d. VP of Activities and Outreach – Max explained that AIDS Walk NY and GMHC are thrilled that 

we have achieved gold status.  GHMC is using Gotham as an example to get other LGBT sports 

leagues more involved in AWNY.  GMHC has also invited Gotham to a walk through of the 

GMHC facility and a dinner.  Max has reached out to Gotham’s AWNY participants to see if they 

would like to attend.   
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We are all set for the Welcome Social on Tuesday, February 27 at Monster Bar.  Tyler Fields is 

managing the event and recommends proceeds go to SAGE.  He is making the connection with 

that organization so we can set up the contribution.   Max discussed that the A&O Leadership 

Group is hoping to increase transparency by getting confirmation of receipt for contributions for 

the fundraisers.  Mike suggested that fundraiser proceeds get deposited in Gotham’s account so 

that it can be tracked and reported on Gotham’s financial statements as well. 

 

e. Secretary – Eric spoke today with one of the Power Coaches.  The coach lost his cell phone at the 

End of Season party.  He obtained geo-location data using the “Find My iPhone” app.  He then 

asked Gotham to use its member database to see if the address of any member matches the geo-

location data.  Trevor discussed with Eric and Leah and determined that doing so would be an 

invasion of our members’ privacy.  Members would not expect Gotham to use their address 

information to contact them about lost phones, particularly when the only connection between that 

member and the phone is where the member told Gotham he/she lived.  John did check the data 

against our member database and determined that there were six members (including one that 

Trevor knew had since moved) listed as living at the phone’s location, which made Trevor and 

Eric even more concerned about taking this step. The coach disagrees with decision and believes it 

would be appropriate to use the member database in this way.  The coach’s rationale is that he is a 

Gotham employee, that he lost his phone at a Gotham event and a member likely has his phone.  

In the coach’s view, it is appropriate for Gotham to ask these members to check and see if they 

had an iPhone that was not theirs.   

 

The coach was also upset that no one proposed any alternative to the use of the Member database.  

During the call, Eric suggested the coach post in Gotham Volleyball , which is fairly standard 

for someone attempting to locate a lost item.  Eric promised the coach he would advise the Board 

of this issue and solicit feedback. No member of the Board expressed disagreement with Trevor’s 

decision. 

 

Leah explained at the end of the discussion that there is another matter involving the same coach 

that is still pending, as there was an incident at the party where a member acted inappropriately 

toward the coach.  John noted he was aware of the incident and asked why it had not yet been 

addressed.  Eric explained that the incident was investigated by Leah and we hope to resolve it 

informally with the coach and the member. 

 

f. Treasurer – Mike reviewed the balance sheets with the Board.  Joe asked about the status of the 

scoreboard donation to Rustin.  Lew explained we still do not have a final proposal for that 

donation from the school.   

 

VI. Old Business 

 

a. Leadership Retreat follow-up – Seth will be contacting the work groups to allow them to meet and 

begin their work.  We are waiting for the census data before forming the strategic growth group.  

Max asked what the timeframe for completion of the work is.  Seth explained the timeframe is 

different for each project and each group. 

 

b. Tryout Recap – Eric shared the tryout statistics.  We are seeing a real crunch in weekend 

Divisions, much less so for weeknight Divisions.  Eric has already spoken with Patrick about 

using O.Henry to expand the Summer League, so that the DPLG can consider how best to do that.  
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VII. New Business 

 

a. Amendment to the SAVP – Eric explained that entering this season, he and Trevor were concerned 

that Gotham does not have an explicit policy against sexual harassment and abuse, especially 

following the early January receipt of the grievance discussed earlier.  Around the same time, Max 

reported that the A&OLG had an extensive discussion about the #metoo movement and how 

Gotham can empower and raise awareness about such issues.  These proposed changes are 

intended to be a beginning to those conversations, not the end.  Eric and Trevor believe this 

proposal is the basic, foundational step to ensuring Gotham has strong policies and practices in 

this area.  Eric also said he believes that all of these concepts are already covered by the current 

SAVP, but they need to be made explicit. 

 

Before drafting these changes, Eric reviewed suggested sexual harassment policies and guidance 

from notable groups such as the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the 

New York City Commission on Human Rights, USA Volleyball, the US Olympic Committee, and 

the like.  The problem encountered in drafting the policy is that most of those policies and 

guidance address employment and/or athletic associations with underage players.  Eric was unable 

to find guidance regarding adult recreational leagues, especially leagues with a social component 

like Gotham.  In drafting this proposal, Eric used the definitions and concepts and tried to blend in 

policy language that reflects Gotham’s mission.  

 

Eric then walked the Board through the changes.  New Section II clarifies the SAVP’s scope, 

hopefully to avoid the sort of confusion that we saw in the Grievance.   For the sometimes tricky 

question of what is a “Gotham event,” it has us look at two things:  who organized/authorized the 

event and for what purpose.  Any event organized or authorized by someone empowered by 

Gotham for a Gotham-related purpose is covered.  Team socials, for example, are covered because 

they are authorized by Captains (who are empowered by the Bylaws to pick and manage their 

teams) for the Gotham-related purpose of team bonding. 

 

Sections III and IV (old sections II and III) have been cleaned up to fix references to our old 

leadership structure and to remove language that could be misunderstood as limiting the policy to 

on-court misconduct. 

 

Section V is the new Policy regarding Sexual Harassment and abuse.  The policy defines those 

concepts and sets aside a mechanism for reporting and resolving issues that arise.  It also 

emphasizes Gotham’s mission to build healthy relationships of all kinds (including intimate and 

sexual relationships) so that the policy is not misconstrued to prohibit people from engaging in 

consensual sexual conduct together. 

 

A discussion ensued in which some Board members expressed their own experiences with 

potentially inappropriate conduct and expressing a consensus that the proposals are an important 

step for Gotham. 

 

Several Board members expressed concern with proposed Section V(5), requiring Gotham Leaders 

to report all instances of sexual harassment and abuse they learn of to the President within 24 

hours.  In particular, there was concern that the requirement would require Leaders to report and 

document any gossip they hear, and require leaders to get involved in order to figure out what 

conduct is consensual and what is prohibited.  Due to these concerns, that provision could be 
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severed and tabled.  Max moves to sever and table proposed Section V(5), Josh seconds. 

Motion passes by acclamation. 

 

Joe noted the importance of training Leaders and Captains on issues regarding sexual harassment 

and abuse.  Eric noted we do some of this in Captain’s Orientation and could do more at the 

Leadership Orientation we have planned for June.  Eric suggested that perhaps the Activities and 

Outreach LG would be interested in facilitating some of the training. 

 

The Board continued its discussion regarding the purpose of the policy.  One of the concerns 

addressed, particularly in light of the jurisdictional discussion in the grievance, was whether this 

policy created some new obligation for Gotham to “police” events such as team socials.  The 

Board agreed that this policy does not create some new affirmative policing obligation but instead 

provides an avenue to seek redress for members whose Gotham experience is negatively impacted 

by inappropriate conduct.  Mike explained that the changes should make members feel empowered 

to speak up and to reassure those members that, if they do, Gotham will make its best attempt to 

address their concern.  

 

Eric moves to adopt the proposed changes, Lew seconds. Motion passes by acclamation. 

 

VIII. Reports 

 

a. Communications & Social Media – No report. 

 

b. Elections and Nominations – No report. 

 

c. Grievance – Jacob noted the Committee previously recommended K.O. receive a refund from 

Power C.  He sent this recommendation to the Board and did not receive any objections, so K.O.’s 

refund will be processed.  

 

d. Tournaments and Open Play – Joe reports that we had a very successful Blind Date Mixer 

Tournament for Valentine’s Day.  The LG has put together an exciting Spring schedule.   

 

e. Historian – No report. 

 

f. Operations – Rustin will have some late starts and closings (1/27, 2/10 and 3/10 are the days at 

issue).  We are currently working around them with our scheduling.  Leah noted that Trevor, based 

on GLOD and leader feedback, ordered brooms for Rustin so that we can sweep more regularly.  

We have done this in the past and the brooms have “walked away” rather quickly, so we need to 

make sure that we account for the brooms. 

 

g. Social and Community – The theme of March Madness will be “Go for the Gold” to 

commemorate the Olympics and Gotham achieving GMHC gold status.  Max also noted that the 

member who helped create our coming out videos now works on the new Queer Eye! 

 

h. Strategic Planning –Mike is preparing the 501(c)(3) paperwork. 

 

i. Coaching – No report. 
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j. Webmaster/Website Update – John reported that we upgraded the website’s capacity.  We also 

installed the new SSL certificate.  WordPress is in the process of being update and the site will 

now be mobile friendly. 

 

IX. Announcements – Seth thanked Jacob for his hard work on the grievance.  Eric thanked everyone for 

their patience and efforts during a very tough meeting. 

 

X. Adjournment – Max moves to adjourn, seconded by Seth.  Motion passes by acclimation.  Meeting 

adjourned at 9:58 PM.  

 

  


